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CHAPTER 1
THE CHALLENGE OF TEACHING BASIC WRITERS
Mina Shaughnessy, in her landmark work

f~rgr§_~Q~-

1

a strong egalitarian thrust within higher education has
not only brought a new kind of student into the four-year
college but has caused the community colleges to flourish
throughout the country, and wherever the new students
have arrived in substantial numbers English teachers have
begun to realize that little in their background has
prepared them to teach writing to someone who has not
already learned how to do it. (121)
The

unprepared student thrust into the academic setting

poses new problems to institutions of higher learning.
Colleges and universities throughout the United States are
becoming aware of the lack of preparation some students are
receiving prior to attending a post-secondary institution.
English teachers, particularly, are realizing that the
assumption that all college students are capable of writing a
logical, competent essay is not an accurate assumption.

Shaughnessy notes that
emphasis upon propriety in the interest not of
communication but of status has narrowed and debased the
teaching of writing, encouraging at least two tendencies
in teachers--a tendency to view the work of their
students microscopically, with an eye for forms but with
little interest in what was being said, and a tendency to
develop a repugnance for error that has made erring
students feel like pariahs and allowed teachers of
mediocre talent too many easy victories. (120)
Many of the students unprepared for the demands of
academic writing are being placed in classes variously termed
"de\l(o·~lopmental"

or "basic" or even "remedial." These::- student5

pose special challenges to the teacher.

Just as varied as

the students are the means by which a teacher can instruct
the unprepared student.

Among the tools available to the

instructors are the micro computer and computer-assisted
:i.nstxuct:ion

n

In order to understand how computers and

computer-assisted instruction can help writers, particularly

.... '"'
..c:...-

th·::>s<·:! clef:inecl as bas:i.c:

Wt'":i.te1~!::.!,

we rnt.tst investigate;-! who<:\

basic writeF is, what kinds of problems can be addressed by
compu ten---assis ted instruction!•

and whc( t. kinds cd'

computer-assisted instruction are available •

.... ~:)·· ..

~-.!, ...

the definitions of

:i. t:i. n q

If

bas:i. c

••

.i::t

those who had been left so far behind the others
[students] in their formal education that they appeared
to have little chance of catching

up~

students whose

difficulties with the written language seemed

-· •.JC:

U

I

••

d

different order from those of the other groups, as :i.f
they had come, you might

say~

from a different country,

or at least through different schools, where even very
modest standards of high-school literacy had not been
ilH:·:• t

"

(? )

From this definition we learn that, ·for whatever reason,
basic writers differ from traditional college students in
that they are educationally unprepared to succeed in a course
where writing is a major component.
d :i.f-f<-:-:1r ·fr-om s tu.dents v..iho
:;.-'<·?.<:•.r·'.:;

li-::i\/E·

Basic writers also

succeedi;:d in their· high-school

by 11.,1ritinq in.;;;_ pt-edictable and "safe" style i.eu,

willing to take chances in diction or form .

.... /.!-···

not

The basic writer (BW) also differs from other groups of
un<Jc:::·r- or· i 11-pFt-:·par-f'.:d students, such as the student vJi th
l~:~and.ng

disc{bil:i.ty en- the student whose primaTy language

something other than English.

:i.~:;

A student with a lear-ning

disability may not be able to learn in a
because of physical reasons.

-::-1

traditional manner

The English as a Second

Language (ESL) student may have studied tr-aditional English
grammar- but has had little practice in writing in an
all-English environment.

~he

basic writer, however, has gone

through the educational system and been gFaduated fFom high
~::.chool

without learning all the ski 11 s necessary to

at the college level.

succe~:-:·cl

Because of active recruitment for

students, more and more colleges and univeFsities are
bi'-Ocidening their criteria for- .,J.dmission; thus basic

writer~:;!•

even with their- educational problems, aFe able to pursue a
ThE·y bring 1,1.1i th thE.>m the desire to succec-:·:·d
,·:1nd to g1'·ow, but ei.t the same time thE•y kriow they an-·_:. not
prepared for the rigorous demands they will have to face in

.... !.=.=1····

The chaFacteristics of a basic writeF aFe almost as
diverse as the definitions of a basic wFiter.
pFovides some perspectives on the non-traditional student,
how<~:·vc:-~1'·,

whi eh c:oulcl certainly in clud<:-:• the basic tJ,wi tf:!1--.

non-traditional student brings to a learning situation.

In

Flv

•••

•.1

understanding these legacies the college instructor can adapt
his or heF teaching methods to better help these students.
H:i.n C:(-:! conven tion,:d mE•thods, such as lectures c\nd vJ01r!-·:.books ~·
cl:i.d not help these students while they were in high school,
they are unlikely to woFk in college; therefoFe, new and/or
cliffeFent methods must be developed.
The ·h.Fst legacy Troyka notes is that "non-txad:i. t:i.on.:-d
~=:. t.uck•n

ts

an~

highly q 1--egarious and social"

because they have not been
~:>(:~t

t:i.ng,

they tend to

b<~

ve~y

( 20).

P (·:·:• ,,. ha p ~:;

successful in the academic

mor·f:.• comfortc\ble in a "sai'e"

learning environment that. includes friends and social
con t.<:1 c: ts.

It is only when students feel safe and accepted

that they will be relaxed enouyh to learn.

,

.... Cl ••..

A second characteristic Troyka notes is that
"non··-t.radi tional

~:;tucl(0nts

an0 morE:' comfortable :i.n

t'"<:tthE'I'" than ci. writing mode"

(22) ..

;u·r

or,:d.

This is an echo of

Shaughnessy's work that also notes the difficulty

BW

students have overcoming oral influences in their writing.
Whether the student has a black dialect or simply comes from
<:1 ba c k.g round

that does not engender standard English, a

basic: writer looks at 1.<JFi tinq as "a txap, not a way of s<:tyinq
~:;omethinq

to

~:;omeone-:·"

( Shauq hnessy 7) ..

BWs ar·e-:· mon·::•

comfortable with speaking and receiving immediate feedback
for understanding than writing and waiting for an indication,
usu.:d ly from the te,:u::her :•

~::.tudc:mts

that the:;.t a1'·e tt-uly commun i c:c-1 tinq.

an? holistic thinkers"

(Tt-oyka 22) ..

look at written language as a whole and have difficulty
relating to the smaller parts that make up the larger
Troyka suggests that teaching from the "bottom
up"·-····that is,

teaching the parts of ,,._ sentence, fo1·· ex,:HnplE•!,

instead of the composition as a whole--does not work well

····/····

with students having difficulty with tho writing process
( ~~3) .. These students must see the completed "puz z lio·J" ·····-th<-:-:•
whole composition--before the individual pieces will begin to
·f:i t

into their own lEJarning system and make any sen!:;.e to

thf.·~m.
Th<~

i'oLtFth <:tnd last "leg,:i.cy" that Troyka discus!:;<·?!:; i!:;!,

perhaps, the most troubling for the

teacher~

"Mon··-tradi tional students ar·e ambivalent about lea1'T1inq"
( 24).

Troyka notes they want to lear·n but they resi!:;t th<-:-:•

changes learning might bring to their lives.
resist because of their fear of failure.

They also

Because the success

rates for these students are low, they are hesitant to
change.

As Shaughnessy notes:

By the time he reaches college, the BW student both
resents and resists his vulnerability as a writer.

He is

aware that he leaves a trail of errors behind him when he
writes.

He can usually think of little else while he is

writing.

But he doesn't know what to do about it.

Writing puts him on a line, and he doesn't want to be
t l·wff <~J ..

Cl )

····B····

W!::!f!T .... f!!:.~f .... :.r!::!!ii; .... GPtW!Q!::!.... f;!:~!::;n1::;~~i .... n!::: .... I!f~.~;;xc .... !~'.~!:'.;JJ!ii;Rn?
~:Hiauqhne·ssy

states th.ctt "a peFson who does not ccmtn:>l

the dominant code of liteFacy in a society that geneFates
moFe t.i,1ri ting than any society in history is likely to be
pitched against more obstacles than are apparent to those who
have already mastered that code'' (13).

Recognizing there are

basic writers in the higher-education system is not enough.
Creating special instruction for these students entering a
college or university is a first step, but may not be as
<-:·~·ffective
~:;tud<-:;onts
<-:~n... cws

as it could be without knowing moFe about why such
write the way they do.

Shauqhnessy looks at the

typical BW students make and organizes them into ·four

cateqories: handwFiting; the traditional gFammar as found in
most wFiting handbooks (i.e., syntax, punctuation,
inflections, agreement); the manipulation of words (i.e.,
spelling and vocabulary); and the essay as a whole (i.e.,
organization, audience).

.... <; ....

H,:\ndw1'·i t:i.nq

:I...

Shaughnessy begins her work by noting something often
ove1'·Jc)Oked in

i:\

c:ol lf?ge !::.et ting::

"Th<-? physi Ci:\l eH::t cd

writing, of moving the pen or pencil (or typewriter) across
the page so as to form decipherable words without great
f?·ffo1'·t, is o·f coturse fundamental to their writing
(1.5) ..

~;kills"

Instructors naturally assume if a student has

succeeded in an academic career far enough to be enrolled in
;:1

c:ollege or university then he or she must know hmiJ to

write physically.

But Shaughnessy points out that the BW

writes infrequently, usually less than 350 words a semester
(14) ..

The BW is thus unpracticed in the physical action of

putting words to paper. Moreover, words are often blurred
because the student :i.s unsure of the usage or spelling and
·f<~eli:;

it is easier· to make the reader· unsure than to

clearly and be subjected to

f~ilure.

writ(·:~

Some BWs master the

manual skill of writing and sometimes turn this skill into a
graphic art, but they are still unable to convey meaningful
con

t(~~n

t ..

Shaughnessy suggests the Lest way for BWs to overcome the
problems with handwriting is to practice,

..-:I.() ....

practice, practice.

She suggests this practice come in a

mode that would encourage a flow of words, such as journal
writing, free writing, and recording.

If the handwriting of

the student is so illegible as to make the essay unreadable,
Shaughnessy urges that the student be taught typewriting.
She notes the success of a course in typewriting taught to
twenty BW students at City College of New York (16).

Had the

micro-computer been available at the time Shaughnessy was
writing, I am sure she would have suggested BW students be
taught word processing.

2. Traditional Grammar
Shaughnessy devotes much of her work to the area
traditionally taught from the college handbook.

She breaks

down the areas of error into smaller categories, such as

····:!. :!.····

Pun c:tu,:1 t:i.on
Shaughnessy points out that BW students have difficulty
with punctuation not because they are unable to use it but
because they do not fully understand the way in which
punctuation "serves +.o signal stt-uctLwal ~ semantic!, and
rhetorical meanings that would otherwise be missed by the
Shaughnessy's work examines why BWs fail to
put in punctuation where needed and how they use it in
inappropriate places.

The reasons for these errors are

complex and rangP from misinformation to a lack of
familiarity with the basic sentence.

Shaughnessy explainsn

In other words, punctuation becomes a problem for
the BW student, not because he has no competence
with sentences at all but because the writing down
of sentences introduces new competencies that he has
not been taught., including not only a knowledge cd'
the names and functions of the various marks but
also an ability to manage the structures that
writers depend upon to overcome the redundancy,
fragmentation~

:i. n

~:; p~:-~c·? c:: h..

and loose sequencing that are natural

( ~:?)

····:I.?-·

Shaughnessy suggests that the BW student be taught
punctuation, not by beginning with the maFks, but by
beginning with the structures that elicit the maFks.

She

recommends the student be taught four structural concepts:
how to Fecognize and create simple subject and

pn~~dicatc-:~

phrases; how to embed sentences within sentences (focusing on
~bQ,

wbi£b,

tb~t,

~b~n

and

if

forms);

how to embed

appositional forms; and how to embed -ing phrases.

While

this instruction is going on, the Felevant marks are ·h. t h-:·d
into the sentence at the appropriate junctuFes.

As

Hhaughnessy so succinctly puts it, "What [the BWJ needs is ,:·1
sequence of lessons with accompanying exercises that clarify
what :i.s going on in sentences so that the rules of
punctuation can be consistently applied"

and

loosely~

(41) ..

used by teachers to mean the 'big' problems in

~:;c-?nt.c-:-~nces--1:woblems

that keep a sentence ·from 'wcwking · cw

bc-?in9 understood as opposed to those that keep it f1rom beinq

..:1ppr-opr-iate to ,:1

~;pec:i fi

c: situation"

( 47) ..

syntactic er-r-or-s can be or-ganized under- the gener-al headings
of accidental er-ror-s,

blur-r-ed patterns, consolidation error-s,

,:uH:I :i. n vc?. n:; :i. on!:; ..

easily spotted when the wr-iting is proofr-ead.

They in c: l ud (·:·:·

skipping wor-ds or misusing small wor-ds such as IDY for
They are the

11

bY·

kinds o-f err-ors that the t•.wi ter-s usually catch

themselves once they see them (not an easy skill for a
beginning wr-iter, who tends to see what he means rather than
t1Jha t

he t.<.11 . ·i tf::!:;)"

( ..:+f:l) ..

¥,q!,_~1:.:!.'.:f!!:<:!..... P<:::~.t.t.\?1:::u<.=':

.::1.1'·(·:·:· t hi:··:· c-:· i'

1'·01'··:=:.

m.::•.Ut·:· l::i:;-- c:om b :i. n :i. n q

Examples of blurred patt.er-ns would be using the

:u:-:ast I

can say" in!:;tf::>ad o·f "the?. lea!:.;t I

GQU~9lirt0JiQQ __ Q!.'.:!.'.:Q!.'.:~

can say" (49) ..

can take two forms with the BW

student: he or she either abandons any at.tempts to
consolidate sentences or- allows the subor-dinate str-uctur-es to

.... :1.1.i····

11

tumble out on the pagt.:- 11 ( ::'13) ..

The BW student has

difficulties with coordinate consolidations, subordinate
consolidations, and juxtaposition consolidations.
example,
01'·

For

the BW student might depend upon connectors like

~n~

.P!:-.\.:\; to sustain a ·flow of sentences that should be broken

into smaller units.
f :i.11 €·WS t ha. t

ma kt:~ t

Adverbial or
hf~

IaY~r§iQQ_~rrgr§

.t..tl~.t.

clauses may become

BW ' s sen ten ct:~s un c 1 ec:\I'' •

are the last syntactical difficulty

error Shaughnessy mentions within her study of the BW and
These errors are not made so much by the absence or
addition of subordinate structures within the sentence but by
rearranging the structures in the sentence.

These

:inversion~::.

sometimes occur when relative pronouns are used as inverted
cl i t-ec: t

ob.:i ects cw by misusing the expletive

f:~ x '" mp 1 c-:·:·

..

11

it is, 11 few

Shaughnessy offers a great deal of advice on how to help
the BW student control the intricacies of syntax.
that "the

inexperienc:E~d

wri te-~r is indeed not likely to havf::•

command of the language he needs to bring off the
ccm~;olidat.ions

that are called for in writing"

(73).

With

this :in mind she suggests the student work with words in

··-:I. ~5-··

cl:i.·ffe1···ent contexts and writinq situatioris.

She also sugqests

exercises in sentence combining and the basics of traditional
grammar can help a student to become more

~amiliar

with the

ways a sentence works.
~:>11auc;Jhnessy

also notes that "the beginning w1ri tf?t'" dm:.•!:;

not know how writers behave"
then:-~

(79).

The BW does not realize

is a vast di·ffer·ence between spok.en and

wt-:itt<0n

language and thus imposes the conditions of speech upon
writing.

The BW student tends to think once words are

written on paper they cannot be
:i.!:;.

~;poken

changed~

it can nevc0r be "eFased."

just as once a word

Shaughnessy goes on to

suggest that teachers instruct their students in a way that
c:-~mph,:1!:;izes

pt'"ocluct.

the pr·ocess o·f wr·i tinq and not

thE~

finisht:~cl

This kind of instruction would provide the

opportunity for students to revise and rewrite more than just
oncE~

or twice.

Process-~riented

instruction would allow

students to see writing in progress being done by others,
either their peers or published writers.

A

collaborative

learning environment could be the answer for many BW
students~

especially in view of their needs for social

:i.ntc:;•1'·ac:tion ..

·-:1.6····

One of the most important suggestions that Shaughnessy
offers for reducing syntax error is building the confidence
(rf B\!J students.

She notes that "tht?

~:;tudent

lack!:;. c:onfidenc:i:·:·:·

in himself in academic situations and fears that writing will

not only expose but magnify his inadequacies''

(85).

Sinci-:·:

writing in an artificial environment about artificial
subjects does nothing to build the self-esteem of the
struggling writer, she suggests that the student be given an
oppo1···tunity to write::- <:<.bout wha.t he ot.. she already knows as .::(
The opportunity to wt·ite about what is familiar
would result in increased practice.

Common errors are those errors involving verbs, nouns,
pronouns, and subject-verb agreement.

The errors within

these groups include inflections, possessives and plurals,
tenses, shifts in person, shifts in number, antecedent
problems, and agreement betwe2n subjects and predicates.
Shaughnessy notes that these are not generally careless
errors of the BW student.

Instead, they are a result of

····:!.?····

"·fi rst·-language in ter-feFE:?nce" -- that is,

English or a

leatT1ing in·form.:d.

dialect that conflicts with formal wr-iting and

speaking -- and a lack of intensive study and pr-actice (93).
Shaughnessy advocates that gr-ammar taught as a way of
thinking instead of a way of being correct is one way to
overcome common erro1rs ( 129). Exer-cises that expose the"'·
students to right and wr-ong examples will help them to
realize their- own intuitive sense of what is correct.
realization, in turn, will build confidence in the students'
abilities to spot errors of their own.
Shaughnessy also suggests that
grammar students study for the purpose of reducing

error should accomplish two objectives: intr-oduce
them to several key grammatical concepts that
underlie many of their difficulties with formal
English and equip th2m with a number of practical
strategies for checking on their own writing.

( 13())

The grammar study that she suggests would center around the
sentence, inflection, tense, and agreement.

This instruction

would give the student "a conct'ptual frame within which to

·-l.B····

view his own difficulties in those areas'' (137), providing a
means of thinking through problems as they arise instead of
trying to memorize rules or definitions.

3.

Manipulation of Words
The third major area that Shaughnessy addresses in her

work is that of the manipulation of words, particularly
spelling and vocabulary.

She notes that, again, it is not

inability that plagues the BW writer but inexperience.
Spelling poses special problems for the BW student:
The ability to spell grows slowly out of a number o·f
cl:i.·f·f0!1--ent k.inds of

f.·n1counter~;.

with words--with tl·H·:!

!:;ouncls D"f wot-ds. • • , the looks of words cm paper •
, the feel of words as the hand moves to form
them :in wr·i ting.

. .

~

and the meanings of words as

they tak.<-? their places in the contexts of !5entences.
( :l.b:I.)

She notes that a BW student has difficulty in identifying
misspelled words because so many are miswritten or
incorrectly inflected.

Misspellings are also caused by

·-·:!.?····

unpre•cl ict,:..bi 1 i tes within the· Eng 1 ish la11guage, pronun ci.:d~ion
homophones, unfamiliarity with the structure of

worcls~

~·

ancl

failure to remember or see words.
Shaughnessy suggests that spelling can be improved by
several methods.

The first method deals with changing the

students' attitudes about spelling.
can

11

She notes that i·f

th~?Y

!:;.ee" themselves as spellet-s and learn that spelling

<·:·~rron:;

can be controlled then they will be encouraged to do

something about their spelling problem (175).
Shaughnessy goes

~,

to suggest that the students need to

undt:'irstand ceFtain terms and opeFations about spelling befon-:;•
they can worl-.: on :individual en·-oFs.

From this foundational

:information they will see how certain Fules apply to some of
their own eFrors and they can then work on corFecting them.
Teaching the students how to use the dictionary to check on
thei ,,. knowledge cd a wot-d and hovJ to ;;,pply the

rul€~s

used :i.n

spelling a particular word will enable them to correct their
own <·::1·To1··!:;

;:,~:;

they wt-:ite (:l."/'.'.)-7).

··-20····

Another method that Shaughnessy suggests for helping
students to correct spelling errors is to develop their sense
of hearing.

She notes that the students must be aware of the

discrepancies between their pronunciation of words and the
models of pronunciation upon which the spelling system is
based.

An awareness of pronunciation coupled with the

students' abilities to discriminate among similar sounds and
,:\ b<:1!i>:ic knowledge of qraphemic patterns will help

tht:~

students to correct many spelling problems (179).
When addressing vocabulary, the second aspect of the
manipulation of

words~

Shaughnessy insists that BW students'

difficulties with words does not mean that the students do
not have a large vocabulary but that they don't realize how
to w:>t? the words they J..-:.now or how to use them
(189).

c:orn·:~ctly

Shaughnessy suggests that there are three kinds of

learning when a student is involved with vocabulary.
first is

l~~ralag_~~QU!_WQ[d§,

The

which includes understanding

the physical, grammatical, and semantic features that make
word analysis possible (211).
!g~rn!ng_WQLd§,

The second kind of learning is

actual vocabulary acquisition (216), and the

····~=~:I.

....

which the BW student becomes aware of the process whereby
exact choices are made in writing (221).

The last major area that Shaughnessy addresses is that of
the essay as a whole, putting the sentence with another
sentence and building a paragraph that is built into an essay
The BW student has difficulty with this process for
many different reasons.

One of the most prominent is the

inability of the BW student to sustain a flow of thought
beyond the sentence that he or she is writing, an inability
which produces choppy, disjointed movement within the essay.
Pressed by time and unacquainted with the ways writers build
thei t" ideas, BW students beg in the actual wt-i ting befot-e thi:::•/
have organized their ideas,

t~us

producing sentences with

little organization or relation with each other.
student is by definition a basic writer, he or she is not
prepared for the demands of academic writing and is not aware
of the conventions that are

ob~erved

within these demands.

Shaughnessy states that there are two conventions that
seem fundamental to a student's understanding of the task of
. c:

aC<:iCI i-::•1T1J.

. t .

Wl'":J. ··.:tnq ::

the convention of ranging widely but in fairly
predictable patterns between concrete and abstract
statements, between cases and generalizations; and
the convention of explicitly marking the logical and
rhetorical relationships between sentences,
paragraphs, and larger units of composition. (240)
By kei-::•ping these convent ions in mind,

a teacher can

lessons that meet the basic needs of the student.

df:~velop

Accordinq

to Sh<":\ughness:;r· thE·se needs ai--·e "tht.• need to (·?Xper:i.enG:.'
consciously the process whereby a writer arrives at a main
idea or point; the need to practice seeing and creatinq
structure in written language; and the need to recognize
specific patterns of thought that lie embedded in sentences
and that point to ways of developing large numbers of

Shaughnessy advocates that the BW student begin
instruction with the processes that writers use to

get their

instruction should the student learn the techniques that
writers use to help their readers understand what has been
Because of the BW students' fears of failure and
lack of

experience~

they must first learn that they, too, can

generate ideas just as valid and just as important as those
of other writers.

Once they realize this ability they can go

on to learn the organizational skills and the patterns of
development tor a completed essay.

····?iq ....

THE PROMISE OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

WLJ0!_!§_f~MPLlIER=0§§!§IEP_!N§IRLlGI!QN?

Simply stated, computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is the
use of a computer to assist an instructor in the teaching of
a particular academic subject. The technology explosion of
the last several years has made it possible for every college
and university to own several micro-computers to aid in the
instruction of their students.

This technological explosion

has opened up new possibilities in teaching that were not
available ten years ago.

Writing Instruction!•" states that CAI offers foll!'" impcn-tan t
advantages for instruction.
"computers

of·ff:~r--

The first advantage is that

many possi b:i 1 i ties ·for enhancing

th(·=·~

1:we~;c:::·ntation of instxuctional mater:i<.4.ls" ( 591). "'The use

o-f

sound, graphics, color, speech synthesis, highlighting and

····~=~ ~=•....

blinking text, as well as controlling the speed of
presentation and displaying text in conceptually logical
chunks~

can focus the attention of the students to the most

important concepts being covered in a class period.
The second advantage is that ''computers offer an
efficient way to manage students' use of lessons''

(591).

XIdeally learners should control their own instruction, but
Southwell points out that most students benefit more from a
controlled or structured learning environment.

CAI can offer

a predetermined sequence of lessons with menus to help the
student move from one point to another in a set of lessons
insLtring exposure to essential material.
·rhe third advantage of CAI is the psychological effect on
students.

Southwell observes that
Most people find dealing with ideas more stimulating
than dealinq with facts.

Computers can take over

the burden of instruction in factual matters,
leaving everyorle freer to spend time on what is more
difficult but also more interesting.

-26-

(591-592)

·rhe tedious but necessary tasks of factual

instruction, such

as grammar and mechanics, can take place in another kind of
setting that enhances learning.

Southwell notes that

developmental (BW) students who have had unsuccessful prior
educational experiences respond well to instruction where
they have a chance to work in privacy without exposing
themi:;elvf?S and their·· lack o·f knowledge to thei1'· peeFs .:md
h~a c:

h<·:-w!::. ( 39~::) ..
The last advantage that Southwell advances is the

increased autotutorial power of CAI.

This kind cd'

instruction shifts the responsibility for learning to the
CAI "incn"?ases students·· motivation"
,;·ure

becau!:;f.~

thE:·~Y

able to wot'·k ,;, t thei ,.- own pace in time fit tc-?d to thei ,,.

own personal schedules.

CAI provides immediate response to

their individualized needs and becomes an opportunity ta

····2'?····

DeboFah Holdstein, in her work
(QillP~!~r§,

Qa_GQffiPQ§i!tgn_~Q~

breaks down the multitude of softwaFe packages of

CAI into seven general categories 1) drill-and-practice, 2)
tutorials, 3) simulations, 4) invention, prewFiting,
heuFistics, 5) prose analyzeFs, revision softwaFe, spelling
checkers, 6) integFated software: pFewFiting, wFiting,
rewFiting featuFes, and 7) word-pFocessing softwaFe.
describes these categories as
points on a continuum: on the far left are
those one might consider least flexible
and most directive, perhaps the programs
c,:11 lf:·:cl "d 1r:i. l l and 1:wac ti ce," requiring
least user input.

th~:~

On the far right, in

contrast, rests the most open-ended and
flexible types, the most demanding of user
in~Jt

to justify their existence--

word-processing software, for example.(10)

····~·:~~=!····

She

These categories are neither exclusive nor rigid in their
definitions, but they do give a structure for looking at the
various types of programs available for CAI in English.
The first type of computer-assisted instruction is
This type of program is based on a
workbook format where the student responds to questions and
receives either a right or wrong answer.

Holdstein describes

something like et television textbook:

its

screen~::.

present students with questions on a given topic,
requiring them to select the correct answers by
typing in the corresponding letters.
littl<-?

":i.ntf::>raction~"

Thet-e is ver-y

there·for-e, since the students

cannot enter their own texts or rewrite the
sentences themselves. (12)
The complaint most often heard from writing specialists
about CAI and especially about drill-and-practice is that the
students do not have a sense of how to apply to their own
writing the information taught.

·-· ~-=~ '7' ....

William Wresch points out

i:.hdt "DFill ..:i.nd pi--.::,.c:tice 1::.r-ogFams ai--e linear· devict.>s that
pi--esent line afteF line of data without deviation for erro..-,
·fen- bacl--:.ground, cw ·fen· excitement"

(48~·).

The dat<..-.. thc\·l:

Wi--esch i--efers to are the material best learned by rote
memorization, such as spelling Fules or punctuation.
But even with their limitations drill-and-practice
programs offei-- positive features.

Helen J. Schwartz, in her

<:\Fti cle "Monster!:; and Men toi--r:>:: Computer Appl i

CE\

tion!:; ·few

Humanistic Education," uses a pr-ogram called GRAMMAH fr-om thf·:·
L~iver-sity

of Michigan as an illustr-ation of the benefits of

computer- cir-ill-and-practice.

She discusses three valuable

features of this kind of CAI.
The fiFst feature is that ··the student controls the
process."

Thr-ough the teacheF's comments on a papeF OF fr-om

test results,

the student can establish an individualized

list of ar-eas that need Fevi£w or instruction.

FY-om et menu

of lessons on the computeF the student can then choose the
one(s) that will be most beneficial. The student has the
benefit of individualized instr-uction because he OF she has
designed his/her own program (143).

··--'..'.)()····

Th(~!

sE•concl

·ff.~c\tun'?

of c!r·:i.11--ancl-··pt-,:\ctice i<=. th<:tt th1,::•

"number- and degree of di ·fi'i cul ty oi' problems at-E· gean?.d to
the individual student"

(143).

The computer- can give-?. the-:·:·

basic tutorial information and then calculate the number- and
degree of difficulty of problems based on the answers, right
,;u·1d w1rong, given by the student.

This makes it possible fov·

the student to progress as quickly or as slowly as he or shi:-:•
wishes.

The computer is an ever-patient tutor that gives a

pat on the back for the right answers and a full explanation
for the wrong ones.
The thir·d

featun:~

noted by Schwartz is that the "form cd

the program is effective for· lean1ing."

Most programs such

as GRAMMAR are designed so that students progress by
mastering principles.

The programs usually draw from a large

data base that enables the students to work at their own pace
without running out of examples (143).
One of the largest systems for drill-and-practice
programs is PLATO.

This particular system has several

advantages for the instructor, as well as for the student.

····::~•1

····

For example, the instructor can design a series of lessons
specifically for the entire class from a long list of
J·;r
.< ••

po!:;si b:i. l i ties.

At various points during a given time

frame, i.e., weeks or semesters, the teacher can obtain a
computer readout that lists the students' names, the lessons
they have completed,

the degree of success for the lessons

attempted and/or completed, and the number of hours each
!:;tudf:~nt

has worked on the tenriinal.

Wresch points out in his

,;·trtic::le "Computers in English Class," that

an evaluation cd

PLATO by the Educational Testing Service in 1975 found that
u!:;.inq the PLATO "h.:td no consistent impact on either attrition
cw cH:hievement. 11 Wresch also points out that, even thow;Jh
there was not a marked increase in the achievements of the
students using PLATO, the students seemed to enjoy using the
mach:i.ne and thus benefited from it by building their
self-confidenc::e(485).
The second type of CAI explained by Holdstein is

the writing experience, integrating instruction with
interaction and extending the ability of the student to
respond beyond multiple choice to some simulation of the

composing py·ocess"

Unli!-.:e drill-and-practice when::- thi:?!

(14).

answer is right or wrong, a well-designed tutorial software
program will allow the student to respond with fairly
sophisticated

answers.

In addition to responding to what

the f.;tudent has wt-itten, "a good tutot-ial program will
'branch,· following different paths of response depending on
the

!:; tud en t

' s in put" ( 1 5 ) •

For example, the student may be

working on sentence-structure information and has a question
about where to place a comma.

In a tutorial program that

"branches!"" the student could ask the computor to revic:-:w th1:::•
rules of comma usage and then go back to working on sentence
!:;truc:ture.

Holdstein points out that some tutorials have a

data base large enough for the student to go through the
program several times without repeating the same examples.
~:lhe

points out that "lik.e dt-ill-and-·practice software.

• <:1

tutorial can make only limited kinds of responses to writing,
and the context within which a student composes is
necei:;!:;arily restl'·ictive and -fairly

di1~ective"

( 16).

There are several kinds of tutorial software, one of
which was designed by Holdstein.

This program is called

WRITE WELL and is an eight-part program designed to help a
student with such problems as subject-verb agreement.
Another program designed as an autotutorial is COMP-LAB

written by CaFolyn Kirkpatrick, Mary Epes, and Michael
nouthwel 1.

This program offers modules in five of the

grammatical features that are the most common cause of
problems for basic writers: 1) noun plural forms, 2)
recognizing verbs and subjects, 3) verb agreement, 4)
.... C: I"1
l:;..:':'1

past-tense verb forms and 5)
into sever-al lessons. that

d:i.viclE·d

ce.n

·1 E•
fftOC I U ..

be completed .::tt thi:-::·

student's own pace (17).

ticcoi ... dinq

to

HoldsV~:i.n,,

this i"onTr o·f rwogr-am is less popuL:H''

and less prevalent for college courses, although it has been

successful at the elementary- and junior--high-school levels
(16) ..

Simulation software "pi ctut-es" cer-tain stor-ies

events in or-der to teach.

OF

One example of this software

designed for college students was developed by Edward
Versluis and Charles Ryberg
Colleqe.

c~

Southern Oregon State

AUNT SADIE'S GIFT asks the student to writ<-:? a

thank-you letter for a present that was not exactly exciting
for the receiver.

The program offer-s a series of choices in

salutation, opening sentence, etc. and then responds,
advising the student about the appropriateness of the style,
tone~

and other considerations (16).

····::-;4 ....

·rhe fourth type of sof tware--inY~Llliqn~_nr~wriling_~n~-·
h~Yri~!i£§--begins

to offer more to the student than

drill-and-practice, tutorial, or simulation (Holdstein 16).
P1rewt·"iting softwat.. e helps the student to begin to write.

It

is written with open-ended questions that allow the student
to pursue his or her own thoughts and ideas.

For example, in

Hugh Burn's TOPOI program, based on Aristotle's Bh@tgri£, the
computet- begins by "saying," "Now I need to find out what you
are writing about,

so would you please type in your subject?

I am looking fot- one to three words."

The student then types

:i.n his or her subject and the computf.:-r t-esponds, "Hey,
neat.

We'll have a good

tuna <:it the grocery"

tim~

that·~:;

thinking about the price of

(01r whatever the subject).

As the

student progresses through the program, the computer prompts
thinking and composing by asking questions and making
c:omm<:.~n

ts, su;::h as "Tel 1 me more"

(Burns 1::'•).

Burns's TOPOI and his other invention/prewriting
pr-ogv·ams, BURKE, based on Burke's Pentad, and TAGI, based on
Younq-Becker-Pike's tagmemic matrix, have spawned a number of

other invention-oFiented programs.

Holdstein mentions THE

PARAGRAPHING PROGRAM, HBJ WRITER (WANDAH: Writing-aid and
Author's Helper), HOLTCOMP, and THE WRITEfi'S HELPER (18).
Helen Schwartz developed a pFogFam, called SEEN, that helps
students with character analysis (Schwartz 47).
from Drexel University

Valerie Arms

developed an invention program for

the technical writer which she calls CREATE (AFms 355).

All

of these programs work on the same pFemise allowing students
to respond to questions that encouFage thinking and
exploration of the subject.

Holdstein cautions, however,

that the programs can help only if the students take the
software seFiously and use it appFopFiately.
guidance and paFticipation is

~ssential

The teacher's

for the success of

the student, and it is the teachet-'s integration of the CAI
with formal composition instruction that will define the
!::.oftt1Jar·e's "usE•fulness and, ultimately, its success" (20).
The fifth type of software includes

RrQ§Q_~Q~1~~Qr§£_

Thi·:;
group of software packages treats the thiFd and often last

·---:::)f:i····

aspect of the composition process.

After the writer has

written an essay or story, the software can check for a wide

passives, nominalizations, spelling errors, and so on. One of
the inherent problems of this kind of software is that the
student will assume the computer is always right, not
realizing these features provide for a lot of choice and room
for personal preference.
The largest system of analyzing
IJJOF: l<BEMCH.

software is THE WRITER'S

Developed for the Bell Laboratories UNIX hardware

system, THE WRITER'S WORKBENCH is divided into sections such
as S'fYLE, DICTION, SUGGEST, SPELL, ORGANIZATION, DEVELOPMENT,
(Kiefer· 6::'•).

Another system of this kind is

HOMEF;: !• i--eleased by Seri bner . s F'ubl i sh:i.ng.

This system checks

a text for a ''preponderance of prepositional phrases,

passive

verbs, noun phrases and lengthy, shapeless sentences''

(Cohen

ff.}) •

Other programs, such as GRAMMATIK and PUNCTUATION AND

STYLE, also serve the same purposes but are less expensive
<:1nd

1··un on

homP

computer·~::.

(Holdstein 21) ..

The sixth type of system that Holdstein describes is the
These systems incorporate three

----~-)~l····

Cl(·:-:ne1",:'ll phases o·f thE:
plann:i.ng,
~==-(~ct:i.on

11•.wi

ting process:: " ( 1)

pn:~v,wi

t.:i.ng cn..

(2) writing (generally with a word-processing

designc~d

fo1'" the packa.ge), C-•.nd

1···c-::-v:i. ~:; :i.on act i •..; i tiE·s"

( 24) •

( 3) y·ev,wi t:i.ng

CH""

The student may begin w:i.th a

prewr:i.ting activity and go on to write a first draft.

At

some point the student may want to review how to write a
topic: sentence so he

01,.

shE· can "br-·anch" to .: .:;_ tutor-·:i..::tl on

writing effective topic sentences.

The student can then

return to the compos:i.ng part of the program and proceed with
the composing.

Holdstein po:i.nts out that a good integrated

package will allow for flexibility by the students and the
:i.nstn.1ctor.

The package should permit the student to move

qui c:k.ly and easi 1)1 ·fn::rm one par-t o-f the package to anothi-::•1··w:i. thout a lot of commands or keystrokes and should also allow
the instructor to create prewriting questions or tutorials :i.n
addit:i.on to those already

bu~lt

in to the system.

Holdstein mentions two particular packages that use
integration for composition--THE PARAGRAPHING PROGRAM, and
the ACCESS system from the University of Minnesota.

ACCESS program is designed for

The

complete input by teachers,

who can then design the:i.r own lessons, while THE

·--:::)H····

l~ARAGRAPHING

PROGRAM takes the student through a

self-contained program that begins with prewriting and
progresses through a finished draft (26).
package is HBJ WRITER, WANDAH.

Another integrated

This package begins vJi th

prewriting aids such as freewriting, nutshelling, planning
and invisible writing and proceeds to the word processor.
While composition is going on or after the draft is finished,
the WRITER can then be used for reviewing and revising hv
- ..·
checking for mechanics, style, organization, spelling,
punctuation, or word use. WRITER can also check for
transition words and will allow for peer interaction by using
the commenting aid whereby other students can view the essay
and make critical comments about it (Von Blum 154).
Still another program is WORDSWORTH II.

This part:i.cul,:-..r

program is designed for the eight commonly given writing
assignments cf the college composition class--description,
narration, classification, evaluation, persuasion, writing in
personal journals, comparison and contrast, and writing about
l :i. ter-··a tu1--e.

The program is separated into two

stages--planning and polishing--which allows the students to

·--:::·;</····

review lecture points about the kind of writing they will be
doing and begin drafting the text while working on

audience~

·focur:;, oi--gani za tion, and other i--heto1-··i cal ·f'ea tures ( Se1 fe
:I."!~'·)

"

The last type of CAI mentioned by Holdstein is the
This kind of computer program is
popular in the business world because of the
ways it handles and revises text (26).

multitude of

Moving text from one

place to another, changing, correcting, adding or deleting
words or whole sections are done with a press of a correct

T~'~§.\!:).".H?.i.'.: ~·

s.:-1r:;

th.:·d.

II

[T hf.·!

~·-JOl''cl

pl·"'QC:(·::•!::-!::.:i.nq

pn::rq 1---;:1m

,• !:!- ]

b:i. crn~:-:•s t

boon for writers is that it's possible to revise drafts over
and over without having to retype the whole thing.

A writer

can even complete several drafts of a piece before printing
it"(:":)) ..
Word-processing packages are usually divided into groups
by cost,

the packag<::: with the most ·featui--es costing morf.-:· ..

Inexpensive programs, such as PERSONAL QWERTY, WORDVISION or
TEXTRA, combine the ability to write text with a few

h.,;·1.ving an e<.u. toma tic 1--·eturT1 vJhen

,. . ,. :!ach(-:~d.

the end of the line :i.,,,_

Moderately priced programs, such as EASYWRITER,
or PERFECT WRITER, add more features such as the

l~EACHTEXT,

capability to create footnotes,

indices, and tables of

The highest priced programs, such as MULTIMATE,

WORDS"fAR, or WORDPERFECT, offer a multitude of features
ranging from automatic spell checking to the ability to merge
.._.,,

·.. )

documents with other data stored on the same data disk.
As computer technology advances, more and more programs
are becoming available to the student as well as the
:i.nst1--·uctoF.

Many textbook publishers are designing software

to accompany their textbooks.

Most univeFsities are revising

their English curriculua to include writing on a computer.
All of these advances are very exciting, but the question

t hi:·:-:• :i. 1·"

~'-ii"' :i.

t :i. n C_I ..

.... ,:'.I :I.·· ..

WITH ·rHE PEDAGOGY OF THE BASIC WRITERS

goals of a basic writing course are generally practical,
namely,

the development of a readable expository style that

will serve for courses and, later, for professional or c1v1c
\1..wi

ting a.ssignments"

(280)

~

But just how does an instructor

facing a class of basic-writing students manage to reach
these:~

qoals?

Can computE·t--assis.ted instn.1ction help?

1···(·:jtui'T1 to Lynn Tv·oykii. 's desc:1--iption o-f

BWs~

I-f

1,..J(·::·

11,1e can seE· th.::•.t

CAI has some very distinct advantages helping to meet the
goals as set by Shaughnessy.

The first characteristic that Troyka mentions is the need
·for·

BIJJS

to feel

II

Sii_fe" in the learTi ing envi i--onmen t

( 20)

n

Colette Daiu te po:i.n ts out that "Computer uset-s tend to fE•(-:·'1
in control of the writing process. They are instructing a
powerful machine to carry out massive and tedious editing

····r·::~:?····

ar2 working on a one-on-one basis with the computer, they are
released to learn because they no longer fear embarrassment
:i.··f

thc:~y

mc..ke a m:i.!:;t.:1kc·. HE·lPn Schwar·tz,

in he1" .:1r·tic1c-::'

"Teaching W;--i ting with Cc•mpu te1·- Aids," notes that "Ct-e.:•. tinq
\.<.lords on a video scr·een is like whispet-ing:

it seems

threatening than the usual mode of articulation''

le~:;~:;

(245).

The second charac:terist].c discussed by Tr-oyka is the nec-::·d
of BWs for- immediate response because they are more orally
:i. n c 1 :i. ned ( 22) •

The response time of an instructor in a

writing class can range from several minutes to several days,
thus frustrating the wt-i ter.

With CAI the writer can receive

immediate feed back for his/her efforts.

In a drill and

i:wac:tice i:wogt-am thE· student knows immediately !!Jhethet- ,:u ..1
answer is right or wrong.

In the tutorial or invention

softwar-e the writer is prompted with additional questions
that will encourage deeper thought.

Integrated software

Fklck-:1ges have the adv.:mtage of check.ing immediately ·fo1·- suc:h
items as

spelling~

grammar- mistakes, and mechanical er-Fors

and suggesting possible ways of correcting the problems.

Ti'oyk.=t then suggests that BWs at-e

"holistic"

t--Jr·ite1···~:;

needing to see tht-::• en ti Fe wot-k t.e·fot-e it can be broken dm•,1n
into the various parts (22). The computer can act as the
"memory" o·f the student c•.nd thus -ft-ee him to con tinuf.:- h:i. ~==·
train of thought to completion. When the student has finished
the

c~:-ntin~

essay and has the "whole" printed out before

him~,

he can then begin to break it down into parts: i.e.,
paragraphs and then sentences.

Using software designed for

analysis can help the writer to see the problem areas of his
work and thus be able to correct the pieces of the puzzle in
order to have a better whole.
Tht::· last "legacy" of the Basic l.IJt··i te1·- is the

ambi·v·alenu-:-~

of the non-traditional student to the learning process (24).
Using CAI offers the student a novel, non-threatening, often
Many writers are encouraged to

enjoyable method of learning.

take risks because of the ease in revising (Daiute 136).
"B.::ts;:i. cal ly,

then,

the computer en cour·ages learning by

offering enjoyment and by repeating rules:
delivery may be modern,
1.11(;.~ll····tE·~:;.ted"

(Bn,;:•in:i.nqe•r

the mode cd

but the method of teaching is
~::>~·9)

..

.... 1.-14 ....

l<nowinq that CAI can help BWs ovei·-come the barTier-s th(·::•y
may have built up towar-d lear-ning and WFiting in par-ticular
:i. s

1·1ot f?nouq h.

Steps 1r1us t

be taken to use CAI to cot-t-ect th<-?

common err-or-s, as outlined by

Shaughnessy~

and then to

t1ranr:;·feF this new-found l<r1owledge into the student's actlw.1
\1.jtri

t:i.ng

n

Only then can the writer- hope to be able to

communicate effectively with the written word.

As was seen earlieF, the first problem that a BW student
faces is overcoming the lack of actual practice in the act of
v..itri t:i.ng.

Shaughnessy suggests that a course in typewriting

would help the student in actually putting words to paper
(16)"

The computer- would assist the student even further-,

that as the student "types" he/she can see the

in

sentenc<<-!~::.

The v..rot-ds look like linE!S

farming on the computer- scFeen.

from a textbook and can be much mor-e easily Fead than the
handwritten word that is often blur-r-ed because the student is
unsure of usage and/or spelling.

EFrors are easier to

:i.denti·fy and can be cor-r·ected with just a ·few key stroker:;.

.....

···A~.:=

"'~Once

the student

j.~:;

taught hrn1..1 to use the computE·I'.!• a11

of the composition wol'·k, including

jo1.. u--nal

l.•,wi ting, fr·i::·:<·::·

writing and essays, can be stored on one or two computer
This eliminates the need for reams of paper that have

cl:i.sks.

a tendency to become crumpled and smudged.

The student c<:in

produce a fresh copy of his/her work at the touch of a few
kc-::·ys!, ot- can ev£·m hand in the entir·e disk for comments
qradj.ng.

01'·

After the work has been evaluated, corrections and

revisions can be done quickly and easily.

C0l_iu_1bQ_Wri1iuu_Gguc5Q
Shaughnessy gives a suggested outline of a BW course that
can easily be adapted to include CAI.

She recommends that

the course be conducted in a workshop setting, meeting five
days a week for at least one class period per day, preferably
two.

The writing assignments would be introduced using one

c:las~:;

session evETY two or· ttu·-ee week.s.

Once a week, class

instruction would focus on the sentence and on words.
remaining three to four days a week would be devoted to
supervised writing practice (288).

·-·..:'.16····

The

students there be at least one teacher and two student tutors
in attendance during the writing sessions.

Tutors could also

be used to supplement the formal lessons on sentences and
words by conducting practice sessions in a writing center
( 28B).

This ideal situation is not necessarily a practical

one in this era of budget cuts and program eliminations.

The

computer, however, could serve as a surrogate tutor doing
much of the work of identifying mechanical errors and
recommending ways of correcting them.

'.:>haughnessy goes on to t'"ecommend that "[;Jr-i tinc1
assignments for this first semester should aim at developing
the !:;tudents'

. • . l.

·::!, l.

the first drawing upon

the second on less

A

fu~l

session would be

devoted to intr·oducing the assignment, making sure that the

.... tf?····

~::.t.s-t.i.ct.u.~re

i..-i.nd

po~:.·::.-:-ibJ;::-:

di·f-fic:tll-'_·ie~-

also be accompanied by at least two
would be by a student.

Each assignment would

..

examples~

one cf which

(288).

After the assignment has been thoroughly explained and
questions answered as Shaughnessy suggests, the students
could more to the computer to begin to generate their ideas
thn:n.tqh the use o-f e1n invention, pn,:•tJJr·itinq cw hetwist:i.c
software program.

If necessary, a program that lists various

topic ideas can be used to get the students thinking.
the students have completed the

pr~writing

exercise they can

Pl''OCJ l''·:''•.lf'I"
~~)ha.ug

hnessy n.::·commE•nds that "Sugqes. tions and c:i--i t:i. ci ~::.m

·:::.hould keep pace vJith the ·::;t.uc.if:?nts -· daily woi--k, and student·:::.

t1..witi.nq"

(288).

This is not always possible with increasing

class sizes. To light.en the load for the instructor, a

integrated-software package could be utilized so that the
students could check for grammatical and spelling mistakes on
t he :i. 1'· own

z

The instructor would then be able to work with

the students on global matters such as organization of ideas,
development of content, and so forth •

.... l.!-f}-···

f:·rccor·d ing to Shauqnessy, "Lessons on the sentence ,:1nd on
words should be aimed at developing in students a conceptual
grasp of their difficulties with syntax, inflections, and
punctuation" (289).

In her course outline, Shaughnessy

suggests that weeks 1-5 be devoted to combined work on syntax
,:u·rd punctuation.

Weeks 6-7 should be devoted to spelling

with an emphasis on the principles of word formation and
diagnostic techniques.

After the initial spelling

instruction individualized instruction could be given to the
~:;

tuclPn ts.

Instruction during weeks 8-12 would center on the

common E·rrors.

Weeks 13-15 would then be devoted to

vocabulary (289).

WEEKS 1-5 SYNTAX AND PUNCTUATION

Sh,:..ughnessy points out that "Young men and women who havo:-:-:
spoken years of sentences cannot be said to be ignorant of
They do

have~

however, difficulty in

managing sentences in an academic situation.
.i.gqi:·::•s;ts

~::.1.

with

th~d.

each

thi~:;.

Shauq hnes~='·/·

d:i.·f·ficul ty can be explained in

thrf2~?

wa)-'·:::.

explanation offering a different pedagogical

approach to the problem.
The first explanation offered by Shaughnessy focuses on

Th:i.·:::.
explanation lends itself to a
:i.ns t1,.uct:ion.

pedagogy that stresses grammar

It assumes that the students must learn

explicitly the forms to be generated and proceeds to instruct
through practice with sentences. The second approach focuses
T h :i. "'·

i:-:·:· x

pl

,·:1 n <"'1

t :i. on

l

<·:·:· r,

cl ~::-

:i. t

<;:. <-:-:· l

·f

to .::•.

pedagogy that stresses process and minimizes the value of
grammatical and rhetorical study.

t. hE·!

(J.}

I'

:i. te 1'"

.• ~::.

:i~J:t.LJl:.':'..:J.q

<::.uqges ted with this

t:•X

tOI/.).::"•.

l'"cl

The last method emphasizes

be :i. n CJ ;:..

l.J..1 J'"

:i. t

<:-:-:•

i'" "

T h<·:·:· p f·:·cl .::•. q oq y

plan a tion "s tt-esses the ther.:q:•eu t:i. c:

value of writing and seeks the affective response to whatever
:i.·;::.

l'T:'<:td

or discussed 11

(

/'3).

This pedagogy is more concerned

with building the confidence of the writer rather than with
Shaughnessy suggests that "A teacher
not have to choose from among these pedagogies,for each

.... ~.=.:,()····

~.hou1cl

adc!t-e<:;ses

but one part of the pt-oblem" ( 73)

=

With the-? help

of CAI the teacher can develop lessons that satisfy all three
pedagogical approaches.

Language Patterns

t1cccwding to Shaughnessy, "To revise a sentence a wr·i t<,·:v·
must have a way, a place, a strategy for breaking into it,
but beginning writers tend to experience their sentences as
unm,!\ri.:\geable str--eams of wor·ds whi eh, once set in motion!•
cannot be tut-rred back" (78).

The BW instructor, therefore,

must approach the sentence as a whole and then help the
student see the individual parts.

Using a computer as a

tool, the ins tntctot- can take the whole and divide it in to
:i.ts parts, much like a child will take a clock and, by takinq
it apart, learn how it works.

First the child looks at the

whole and then with small tools breaks it down •

.... ~5 :I.....

CAI can be a valuable tool when teaching language
Using both the BW's wFiting and the WFiting of
1:woi'c:·!ss:i.onal wt-i tet-s, thE.' instntctOir can lead the stuclent1:;
through a thorough study of how a sentence woFks.
Shaughnessy suggests an outline of study that would fiFst
concentFate on the concept of the sentence and then move on
to include recognizing subjects and pFedicates, practicing
basic types of embedding, recognizing fragments, linking
sentences, capitalization and quoting (41-43).

Using thi 1:;

outline as a model, the instructor would use tutoFial
software to begin the study.

This tutorial could be designed

to use either a WFiting example of the instructor's choice or
an example taken from an essay written by the student.
Appropriate questions and ir1structions could be formulated
that. would enable the student. to

i ..

ecoqni ze the sen ten c•?.·!" Tri<:·::•

Jhe students could write a short passage and then have the
computer· analyze the passage.

From the response of the

sentence(s) or revise the sentence in response to the needs
of the particular sentence.

For

example~

if a student writes

a passage that contains too many passive voice verbs,
computer would point that out to the student.
would then be able to
\.-' C)

i U·:·:• i ·;::.

f..!. S €·! cl

revi~e

The

the

~=- tuden

t

the sentences so that the active

..

An instructor could also use a word processing package to
design various lessons.

A passage could be placed on the

computer· and networ·k.ed with the entin? cl.ass. The class could
then collectively begin to revise the passage, breaking it
down~·

or· even diagr·amminq the ·.,,·ar·ious sentences so th<:d. the:·

passage is taken from the whole and disassembled into
manageable parts ..
The last type of software that could be used in studying
language patterns would be that of drill and practice ..

rwoq 1''<'1.m designed by tht::o various hand book publ i shet-s could
assigned to the students.
1·.. E·vic;:.·wing
~:;

impor-·tc:1n t

bi'~·

This type of instruction, while

v·u:tes, :i.s less 1 i kely to al low th<-:·!

tucfr:!r·1 ts to t1rans·fer· the f..-:rrowledge gained into thei 1-- own

1..wi

t:i.ng.

Using the students' own writing is far- mor-e

e·ffec:tive because th1:-:y krrow what they are tr-ying to s,:\y and
thus have a vested interest in making sure that the exact
meaning comes across to the reader.

They are usually more

interested in what they are tr-ying to say than trying to
figure out what someone else is tr-yinq to say.

If the

students can use their own writing as examples, they become
intimately acquainted with their- own sentences and can revise
them all the more productively.

Shaughnessy points out that the problem of unfamiliar
forms in language patterns merges with the second pedagogical
1:woblc:?m in that the beginninq wri tet- does not kr1ow how
writers behave (79).

The BW tends to think of the finished

product and not how a writer comes to that end.

They ofb::n

think that they must get their writing correct the first time
and are dismayed if they don't.

Teachers often promote this

idea by showing examples of professional writings without
showing the stages that a writer goes through.
~:;hauqhnessy

are

11

'!:;uggests a "sequence-? o·f concentrations" th<:it

implicit in the act of writing" but may be lost to thr:::

R·:is:i. c W1··:i.

1.

te1··.

Getting the thought -

recognizing it, first,

then

exploring it enough to estimate one's resources
(motivational and informational) for writing about it.
2.

Getting the thought down -

the thick of the

idea~

proceeding, that is, into

holding on to it even as the act

of articulation refines and changes it.
3.

Readying the written statement for other eyes, a

matter of catching whatever in the content or form is
likely to deflect the reader's attention from the
writer's meaning (81-82).
Using this sequence, the instructor can begin to formulate
CAI that will concentrate on each step.

····~.=1 ~.:,

....

This; t:;.--·pe o·f
software would lead the student3 into exploring various
subjects and determining whether or not they would even be
able to write about them.

Appropriate questions and comments

made by the program would lead the students into determining

the resources available for a particular subject.
A simulation program would also be beneficial in the
early composing stages.

If the package were designed to fit

the different rhetorical forms,

the student could construct

an essay using the computer's suggestions and corresponding
This program could be designed to suggest
different sentences to fit into the proper places. The

were grammatically correct.

The practice would encourage

them to experiment with different ways of saying what they
want to say in their own essays.
From a heuristic or simulation program the students could
proceed into the actual writing of a draft using a word

1:: I'
.••. ·.. !(;)"'"'

During this process the
computer- act-::; a-::; thf:! memo1--/

·fo1···

th•:::!

~=-

tuden t t1J1--i tc~v·s. <::.o th,:1 t

they can become involved with their subject without the fear
of losing what they have already thought about.
integrated package would allow students to explore the
various subtopics that would be in their outline, thus
allowing them to develop not just a thesis statement but also
topic sentences and the information needed to develop those
tnp:i. c~::...
After the students have completed their drafts,
prose-analyzing programs would help them in their
Timing is an important factor here ..

Student~::.

essay before handing it in to the instructor for a grade ..

embarrassment or failure.

Because the draft is computer

generated it can be revised and corrected any number of times
with just a few key strokes.
fear

This frees students from the

that if they don't get it right the first time they will

have to do the entire essay all over again.

They can also

experiment with different ways of saying the same thing
l-'J:i

thou t

"messing up" thf2 en ti t-e essay, thus -fF·eeing them to

expand their vocabularies and to be more daring in the way
they construct their sentences.
All of this instruction and careful use of CAI helps to
overcome the third composing problem-- the lack of confidence
he has in himself as a writer.

With the use of CAI the

student has grasped a thought and developed that thought into
He has check.ed his writing for any erroFs ._'..f.nd me(>'
have even experimented with different ways of
VJ ant.~:;

to say.

"i:.:-xp<~nrt"

~aying

what he

Because he has had immediate Fesponse from an

(i.e., the compute,.-), he feels that he can

:inde~::•cl

accomplish this ratheF difficult task of WFiting.
confidence grows he begins to WFite in other situations
ratheF than just that of the WFiting class.

At this point!•

havinq various hE-?turi sti cs or· integ t-a ted sofb....iar-i:.:-

pac:kagE·~:;

that would be discipline specific would allow the student to
expand his writing experiences even more.

He would be able

to experiment with WFiting in his major without the fear of
<-::•xpo~:;:ing

his lack of k.nowledge about his majoF or a.bout

writing in geneFal.

·-- !:r~:l ····

td~:;

WEEKS 6-7 SPELLING
Shaughnessy suggests

only a short time be devoted to

th~t

.::•.ctu.,:d class instruction on

~:;pelling.

This instruction would

focus on the principles of word formation and diagnostic
t(::-chn :i.quf~s.

After this initial instruction then the lessons

could be individualized (289).

She goes on to suggest that

there are eight different ways of helping the student to
overcome spelling difficulties.
Tht> f i r·st "help"

:i. s

to ",,:;.ssume ,:i. t

the outset ttv:•. t

i:.hE·

misspellings o·f young ,,:;.dul i:.s can be tn-ought under control"
The lack of confidence in BWs can be greatly helped
by

the computer because they can catch their errors before

students and helps them to see themselves as spellers, then
they will be able to see beyond their errors.

The k.ey he1·.. i:-::·

is using the spell-checker program as a diagnostic tool.
l1.Jhen the student check.s her wot·J.-.: srH::> can make a list of
words that the computer points out.

tho~:;i:-:!

From this list a pattern

of errors can readily be discovered, not only by the teacher
but also by the student herself.

-·.1:;{···
__ ,·;--····

Th~2

U!:;<::-

cd

.C\

::;pE·ll cht.>c:f-·:.<::·1··· as ,;.. didgnostJ.c tool help·::;

students in the second way Shaughnessy suggests BWs can be
h<-2lp€:·d!'l that is to beqin teaching students to obser,,.(::•
themselves as spellers.
spelling

If they can see that they are

more words correctly than incorrectly, they can see

that spelling is not the insurmountable problem that they
·f:i.r::;t thought.

A record of spelling errors and/or a chart

that shows where the problems lie then leads into the third
help suggested by Shaughnessy.
"Befo1re ..:·1ttemptinq to wor·k on individual err·ors!, mah-:-:•
certain that the student understands certain terms and
opet-,:·1 lions" i. e" ,

con son ant,

homopt-·one, etc. ( 177).

Th:t!::-

instruction can be done by using drill and practice and/or
tutorial programs.

Simulation programs with a "voice" c«:1n

also be used in order to help the student sound out the
vnritten wcwd!'l dividing i t into syllables.

After the term!::.

and operations are mastered then the student can proceed to
the ·fou1'·th help ..

"If possible sta1rt to wad-:. on misspellings that can
cont.1--olled by the application of rules"

(177).

b~::-

At this point

a program using drill and practice or tutorials, where the

go far in helping him overcome the errors.

·rhus if a student

words that he has actually written and then have the correct
spelling explained to him. Because of the novelty of working
on a

computer, the students might also benefit from the use

of drill and practice exercises.

These exercises, however,

would be much like the spelling books used in traditional
c-:·ducc1 tion

~

and it mus. t

In the f:i. fth "help,

be rioted that if they didn · t

t.~1ork

~·Ji

t.h

Sh;,;_uq hnessy suggests devE·lop:i.ng ".::•.n

11

awareness of the main discrepancies between the student's
rwonunciation of l..<Jon:!s and the models o-f 1:n-onunciation upon
1_...1hic:h the spellinq

could "dictate"

<'1

~::.ystem

1 :i. s t

words, and the student
c:ompu. ter.

:i.s based"

(179).

Usinq c:m

o-f homophones cH-- other di ffi cult

could then spell them on the

The computer can then give instant response on the

correctness of the word and proceed on to rules that govern

····/;:!.····

This practice would flow naturally into the sixth

p1·-onunciation

help~;

tht::> '"·PE·lJ.r::.•r·"

(1)''?).

Using drill and practice or tutorial, or even simulation,
software can help the student study a list of words that
demonstrate phonemic-graphemic principles.

Us in q t hesi::·:·

programs to develop the awareness of pronunciation then leads
:i.nto thE· sevf.:>nth

"develop tht> student . s ability to

hc:-:lp~,

d :i. <:;c:1'·:i.m:i.na tt:· amonq i:_:.11r.,;tphemi c option!::."

( 1B1).

'.:)1-,au.q hnessy suggests that "aud io-- . .,...i sual ins tn.lct:i.on, by
concentrating the aural and visual experience of words and
enabling the student to move at his own pace, serves to
.::1ccE~l·:::-t'-.ate

this kind o1' leatT1inq ·foi-- 1T1ost

~::.t.udents"

( 1B:2).

l"he computer can offer a w:i.de array of visual instruction, as
well as the audio instruction I

The

:u:~a1---r1

inq

t.h<:<. t

L. -

··•

I let ·::Jo

have already mentioned.

been bu:i. lding becomes

visual~'

i:\S

~·,1.:011

as auditory, when the student uses his own l:i.st of spelling
errors as the examples,

thus increasinq h:i.s chances of

retaininq what he has learned.

Th•:=! last help

tl·k"<. t

Sh.,:tuq hrH.:?!3S>'

suggest~;;,

precision in viewing the written word''
because the computer
t<-::>xt ..

s~3WS

11

(182),

di:-:;·velop
is made easier

the words as if they were printed

The student can see clearly on the screen what would

be blurred by penmanship.

Using exercises in a drill and

practice or tutorial program where the student must correct
passages that are dense with misspellings helps them see and
correct those errors, giving additional practice in
overcoming spelling errors and gaining confidence as a
spt::·l 1<·:·!1'" ..
Th~:-:•

n:i.nth help, "teach the use o-f the diction.::u-y"

can b<'? done by using <:m inteqt-att.>d p<:lckag<'.? that

(18::'•)!,

<.-<.llow~:;

thi::;·

student to check a computer dictionary at the touch of a few
keys while they are actually writing or revising their work ..
If t.h<·? s tuden t.s lack f?Ven r·ud imen tar·y knowledge c:i-f t.h<;-:·
d:i.ct:i.onary,

then a tutorial program can help.

<·:·!VE·n !::.uggests t.h<:l t

11

anti-spelling bees"

n-::>qu:i.1re students to look up

~1,1or·ds

be conductE!d that

they have never· hea1···d

This too could be done by using a simulation
program where a list of words is dictated to the student by
the computeF and then the student must

~can

a dictionary :i.n

order

to find them.

Once found,

the word could be

highlighted on the screen and points scored for the student.
The instructor could also load a series of words that would
·focu~:;

~:;o

on par·ti cula1-- s;pel ling pi-··oblems of :i.nd i vidual s; tuden ts

that

thE~

"spellinq

bet=~"

is individualized ..

WEEKS 8-12 COMMON ERRORS
Shauqnessy notes that "The 'myst!-?FY' of en'"ors is wh<:d.
most intimidates students-·-the won--y that t-:•rrors jw::.t
'happen' without "'- pE·rson 's k.nowing how

OI'"

when"

( 128).

Th(·::·

·first thing that a BW instructor must do is to show the
students that the study of qrammar is more a way of looking
at sentences than a set of rules and regulations that are
":i.mposed like laws on errant wi--iters.

They must learn to

look at sentences in or-der to understand the way they wrn···k
rather than what they mean"

(129).

Shaugnessy suggests that

the best way of promoting this outlook on grammar is to
isolate the grammatical elements of the sentence.

Shauqnes~::-}·'

further- notes that the gr-ammar which students study for the
pur-pose of r-educing errors should accomplish two objectives.
The ·f:i.Fst objective is to introduce them to sever-al k.f.-:•y
gFammatical concepts that underlie many of their difficulties

····c"A····

with ·formal English.

t•..11'"i

The second objective is to equip them

t:i.ng.

Shaughnessy notes that there are generally four
grammaticdl concepts that are the cause of most of a BW's
m:i.sundeFstandings er.bout ·forms.
~:lhauqhrH.:•ssy

The first concept that

mentions is that of thf? s.entence.

instructor has already worked on sentences during the first
few weeks of the semester,

the student should already be

somewhat familiar with the way sentences are expanded and/or

Using a drill and practice program, the student would
study a variety of word groups that are punctuated as
~:;<-::·n

ten ct.'s but tti<:i. t

,:i_1... f.:·

q 1'·amina ti cal 1·-easons.
word groups,
the

~::.en

A tutorial program could use the same

but the student would be instructed to correct

tf.?n ces.

cl :i.s t:i.ngui sh

not -::(cceptable for- lex i cE•.l en..

Exercises like these force students to first

ei.ccep-L~b1e

-from unaccept<:<.ble sentences an cl thc•n

require them to anal;ze the reasons behind these judgments

····t::i !5····

The student could also use a word-processing program to
create his/her own sentences and either expand or contract
them as instructed.

All the while the instructor or computer

the various grammatical devices.
Shaughnessy notes that this intensive study will bring
about positive results:

"The perception of the sentence as a

structure rather than a string of words is probably the most
important insight a student can gain from the study of
grammar, an insight that is likely to influence him not only
,·:t~:;

pt-ooft-E·adt::-1-.. but ,:ts a wr·i tei-··"

et

( 133).

The second concept that Shaughnessy identifies as
essential for correcting errors is grammatical inflection.
:::>he

suggests thct t

"the appi--oach to teaching these

inflections ought to be multi-dimensional, attending to the
sound and look o·f these letters (i.e., -s (-es) anded), as
\.•J(·::>l 1 ,:·1s to the l'"UlE·s that con tr·ol the-.•i t'" use"

( 133).

A series of lessons using the drill and practice or
tutorial softwares could be assigned to the student.
particular rule such as adding -s to third-person
t..muld

be

discussed~

A

verbs~

..:rnd then pr·actice using the ru1e would

...-66····

·follotJJ.

If the student were using his/her own writing, then

a prose analyzer could be

used

pt'"oblems.

( intei--_iecting

By

"t.r"unking"

to point out the inflection
.:<.

mini-lesson th,:d.

addresses a particular error within the essay as it is being
written) the student could move from her own prose to a
lesson an using -ed, for example, and then back to her own
prose for correction.
According to Shaughnessy, the third concept, that of
tense, involves two different kinds of learning.
kind "t-equires that the student have a grasp of the ·fonn<:d.
!:>yst<-:-:·m for producing tE·nsE· changes; the othe1·-, that he-::·
develop an

'ear' for tense combinations in a range of

The task of teaching the student to grasp the formal
system of verb tense can be accomplished by straight
instruction using tutorial software.

The lessons could

simply be read and then examples or exercises incorporated
·for p1·-acti ce.

Thf:::- task. of developing an "eat-" fo1,.

ten!::-~::•

combinations can be accomplished by using drill and practice,
as

well as tutorial software.

Various drills using the tense

system could be incorporated into

th~

LUtorial lessons.

Pattern practice that supports analogical learning could also
be developed using
p rog ,,. ams.

the tutorial or drill and practice

Prose analyzers evaluating the student's own work

would test whether the lessons have been internalized.
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The fourth concept, that of agreement, can be taught by
stFaigt•t instFuction involving tutoFials, as well as drill
and practice programs.

Again,

~rose

analyzers could be used

to evaluate the student's woFk.
Th~

concepts of inflection, tense and agFeement could

also be taught by having the students use a word processing

program to practice changing person, tense, and number in a
passage already written or one created by the students.

Th:i.~::.

kind of practice, especially using the students' own writing,
vJould make them more sensitive to the possibility of <·::·n--01·""!:;
:i. n

t h!-::- sE·n ten ce.

With an integrated program the student

could look at a passage, with or without errors, and check
his/her understanding of grammatical principles.
~:>hauq

hn<:?ssy notfz·!:; that

11

liJha t

is most use·ful [ :i.n

correcting errors] :i.s a repertoire of approaches to a
relatively small number of problems.

II

(

help to develop and refine that repertoire.

1~·6).

WEEKS 13-15 VOCABULARY
·rhe last weeks of a semester's work includes the study
Shaughnessy explains that within the
relatively limited time available to teach vocabulary an
instructor must involve three kinds of learning:
about words, 2) learning words, and 3) learning a sensitivity

to

t.\IOl'·d~:;.

( ~-:'.1 :J.) ..

Shaughnessy goes on to explain that learning about words
:i.n·-.;ol•-.;es

pos~;:i.

ble ..

11

the k.ind cyf in-for·mation about words as

11

phy~:'.:i.ca.I.

Lea1·T1 inq 1A1oi-··ds "is to clbscn-b specific v..1ords in to
The last kind of learning,

devt:O:l.ciping ,;;.

:•

sen~;it.i\-··ity

that of

to v..1cH··ds, :invol\les becoming "awa1·.. (:·:·

of tl·H::· p1-··ocE:•ss when:·:· by exc..ct choi ct:•s

ai--e

made in v,11r:i. tinq"

(:?l l)"

The areas of learning about words and learning words
could be supported through various forms of CAI, ranging from
drill and practice programs that teach roots, prefixes, and
<:;.uf·f':i.:,;es to simulat:i.on·::;.

or··

tutorial·:::. th21.t teach !:-pE·:·c:if:i.c:

programs that were field specific:, allowing a student to
broaden h:i.s/her vocabulary in an area in which he/she is
vitally interested ..

In the third area--that of learning a sensitivity to
words--the CAI could inv0lve the student's own writing.
Shaughnessy suggests three ways whereby the student can
experience the process of generating words synthetically by
1) substitution practice, 2) observation of first drafts and

3) reading (222).

Using an integrated program in substitution practice, the
student can look at a passage, either self-generated or
pre-programmed by the instructor, and can then substitute an
unde1··lined
t hes,:\U FU s •

~.,io1--d

with'" vJon1 pulled ·from an

on-lin<·:~

The student can then analyze the denotative

,·:1nd/01·- con no ta ti './e meanings o-f the wor·d that occur.
passage is self-generated, the writer can then choose an
option from the thesaurus that is specific to what he/she is
trying to say or defend the first choice by showing how the
options change the meaning (227).
The second exercise, that of observing first drafts, can
be accomplished several ways with CAI.

Using .::1

word-processing package, the entire class can write an essay.

····)'()····

Th:i.~;

k:i.nd of

coll.;;1.bo1'··~\tivE·

leei.tT1:i.ng would invol\h:? tc<.k:i.nq t.hi:·:·:·

Using networkinq, each student can see the draft

and second draft of a self-generated or teacher-programmed

~'-

! .•...

f..jf!;;!

Usinq tutorial or

v.11···i t ten

Questions about the text prompt the student

µd~:.sage.

to respond and to discover what in the text or the reader's
experience elicited that response.
movt:·:

The student would

then

ttu-ough additional questions to "map the thinking of tl"H·::

writer and finally to see in relation to that map where

points out that

11

1:;:eadinq in this

way~,

he~

the student begins to

sense that the meaning o·f what he reads or writes resides not
:i.n

t.h~:~

page new :i.n thE·

n.:-.::i.de;·-

but in tne encountE:;.1r betwef::·n

····".?:!.····

CUl···IC!... U'.3 JOH

Using CAI in a basic-writinq classroom is not a magic
wand that will, over the course of a semester or two,
transform a student into a great writer.

It is a tool, and

just like any tool it is the craftsman who determine:;•!::. it·::;
U!:>efulness.

As Shaughnessy points out in the very beginning

It (the book) assumes that programs are not the answers
to the learning problems of students but that teachers
are

and that, indeed, good teachers create good programs,

that the best programs are dev2loped ia_fili!Y, in response
to the needs of individual student populations and as
reflections of the particular histories and resources of
individual colleges (6).
CAI programs, while developing rapidly and improving
dramatically, are only so many exercises in futility if the
instructor does not take the .....
L1ffie to help the students
develop their own learning plans.
exercises in a workbook, CAI instruction can be assigned with
just a hope that the instruction will sink in.

.......,.,,...:........
.. .
,/

But the

v.mrk.:i.ng ~<Ji th "' comput~.::-i-- gent-:i·-C"1t•:?~. can
to unlocking
_;ha t.

1....

the world of writing

the:;.' want to say,

be the beginning keys

to those students who

but don·· t. know how to say i t .

~1ow

ENDNOTES

1.

ThFoughout this thesis I will be using the 1979 papeFback
edition o·f Shaughnessy's work

Vrrgrs __ 0D0_[XPQ~101190§,

New YoFk, Oxford University PFess.

2.

Susan Webb HaFtstiFn and Pauline E. Kayes, Parkland
College, Champaign, IL., have pFoduced an annotated
catalog of oveF 300 lessons in Englisl1 composition,
grammar and usage from PLATO.

fgr_Cg!!~g~_!n§!rY£!i9n

(Champaign, Illinois: Parkland

College, 1987). This volume is available for purchase
through Parkland College.

3.

Brian GallagheF of LaGuardia Community College has
written an excellent monograph,
ELQ£§§§ing_prggr~m§,

Mi~rQ~QffiPY!~r§_~nd_WQr~

which evaluates and cFitiques most

of the word processing packages on the market as of
MaFch, 1985.

He divides the programs by cost and then

details the features offered by each program.
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He offers

a critique as to the ease of use and how effective the
program might be in a classroom setting.

Report No. 9, Instructional Resource Center, Office of
Academic Affairs, The City University of New York,

East 80th Street, New York, NY, 10021.
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